
Polar Bear
February 04, 2023

Format: 4 Man Blind Draw (A, B, C, D players) Stroke Play   3 FLIGHTS
Handicap: 100%  
Tees: Silver (and some other interesting places)

Rules:   USGA rules apply in addition to Local Rules
- Lift Clean & Place is in effect through the green.  Ball must stay in the same condition, i.e. in rough, 

stays in rough.  No more than 6 inches on drop.
- Drop Zones (DZ): Choctaw # 2 and Seminole #2 for a ball that is in the LEFT Penalty Area , the player 

may proceed under Rule 17; or as an additional option, drop a ball, under penalty of one stroke, in the 
drop zone that is no closer to the hole than the point the ball last crossed the margin of the penalty 
area. 

- Cart Path Construction: Any GUR impacting your stance or lie of ball; proceed under Rule 16.1.             
The Game:

○ Each player is limited to four clubs of their choice including putter, but the putter is not required. 
○ Each player plays his own ball into the hole unless they are out of hole for the team or out of 

consideration for the Individual game.
Scoring:

○ Par 4's - 2 best net scores
○ Par 5's - 3 best net scores
○ Par 3's - 3 best net scores
○ Please Pick Up and RECORD AN “X” SCORE in Golf Genius if you are out of the hole, and your team 

does not need your score or if you are out of consideration for the Individual game

Prizes:  (Based upon 160 player participation and 3 Flights)

TEAM   PAYOUTS  Team PSC Team Cash
INDIVIDUAL
PAYOUTS

PSC Cash

1st Net Team $400 $320 1st Gross $100 $80

2nd Net Team $320 $240 1st Net $100 $80

3rd Net Team $240 $120 2nd Gross $80 $55

2nd Net $80 $55

Close-Ups (6) $50

  
Tournament Director: Russ Lemieux/Charlie Perez                                 Rules Committee: Lance Cantrell

Procedure for Threesomes: A blind draw will be chosen based upon the ABCD level of the missing player to 
complete your score.  On Par 4's and 5's everyone should complete the hole as 3 balls are needed and 
you do not know if the BLIND finished the hole.  The blind draw player cannot win on the team using his card. 

Tie breaker: Ties will be broken by scorecard playoff using the aggregate of 4 lowest handicap holes and then
working backwards from the #5 handicap hole, etc. until a winner is determined.


